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A Dragons’ Den
success story
Dr. Jonathan MacKenzie has a booming guitar business
after appearing on the TV show for entrepreneurs
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Ron de Vries

STEPPING ONTO THE SET
of CBC Television’s hit series
Dragons’ Den was about as
nerve-wracking an experience
as Dr. Jonathan MacKenzie can
recall having in recent years.
Entering the show’s sound
stage, with its dark lighting,
pulsing smoke and a mishmash
of girders, brick and rusting
portholes—a grim arena resembling a twisted cruise ship from
hell—was like walking a gangplank, to hear the Ottawa-based
physician describe it.
“I was scared shitless,” he
says. “I’d rather have faced a
car accident in the emergency
ward than go on Dragons’ Den
because of what I’d seen and
heard about it.”
On the program, aspiring
entrepreneurs pitch their business concepts and products to
a panel of Canadian business
moguls—the “Dragons”—in the
hopes of securing investment
deals. As the show’s narrator
says: “The Dragons are ruthless
and rightly so—it’s their own
personal money on the line.”
Adding to any already
palpable intimidation is the
positioning of the Dragons
themselves, perched menacingly
in seats above contestants, like
unhesitating judges primed to
deliver a walloping rebuttal.
“You feel like you’re testifying in
court,” recalls Dr. MacKenzie.
He and his business partner,
John Marr, had gone before
the Dragons to pitch a very
inexpensive but well-made
acoustic guitar they designed
themselves and had produced in
China. The hook? These types of
instruments, commonly known
as “offshore” guitars, have a
reputation for being inferior to
well-known high-end brands,
such as Martin or Gibson. “The
general feeling is they’re not
very good,” says Dr. MacKenzie,
who owns an extensive collection of guitars. Moreover, any
potential customer would have
to order a guitar without being
able to play it first, as Dr.
MacKenzie and Marr’s business plan included sales only
through a website.
This was the skepticism they
expected from the Dragons
(and did hear, when the show
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aired earlier this year), but
rather than trying to talk a big
game to the tycoon quartet, they
instead put everything on the
line and challenged one of the
Dragons to a playing test, pitting their $1,000 guitar against a
hand-crafted $5,000 guitar from
a well-known maker.
By then, Dr. MacKenzie and
Marr had already spent the
better part of a day at the CBC’s
flagship building in Toronto,
being grilled repeatedly by
producers before the taping
about their concept and pitch
strategy. Through this preparation, however, they learned a
valuable piece of information:
Dragon Kevin O’Leary—a
venture capitalist and private
equity investor who made billions selling his software company to Mattel—was an accomplished guitarist. As a result,
they hatched a plan to have
him play while blindfolded
and listen for any differences
between their product and the
upscale brand-name version.
Rich sound
O’Leary gamely accepted the
bait, and the gutsy move paid
off: After playing both instruments, he mistook the offshore
guitar for its more expensive
equivalent, deeming it the
better instrument due to its
rich sound (something Dr.
MacKenzie and Marr say is due
to the well-constructed, solid
wood design that incorporates
African akoume and British
Columbia cedar, as well as
high-quality tuners).
Suitably impressed, one of
the Dragons praised the two
as risk takers whose in-themoment gamble had suc-

ceeded, and what followed was
an intense bidding war to fund
small production runs of the
guitar in exchange for a cut of
the royalties. “They were fighting over who would get the
deal,” says Dr. MacKenzie.
In the end, three of the
Dragons offered $15,000 for
a 15% ownership stake, plus
a $20,000 loan; the Dragons
would collect 7% in royalties until they recouped their
investment and 5% thereafter.
“I think in retrospect we
could have gotten a lot more,”
laments Dr. MacKenzie. “But
we didn’t really have anything
except a prototype guitar, and,
if you watch the show, they
always criticize people for asking for too much money. The
evaluation of the business is
really important—they want
the business to fly and to reflect
business practice. What we
struck wasn’t so bad.”
Indeed, Marr’s business background, which once included a
stake in the Athlete’s Foot retail
chain and more recently in
computer sales, had him wheeling and dealing with the Dragons for several minutes, talking
them up from a less lucrative
original offer. He went so far
at one point that he received
a terse chiding from O’Leary:
“Don’t talk yourself out a deal.”
And what a deal it’s turned
out to be. Fast forward to the
present, and Dr. MacKenzie and
Marr have now sold hundreds
of guitars through their website,
www.macmarr.com, short for
MacKenzie & Marr Guitars,
and now offer two types of
acoustic instruments (models
named Tofino and Nanaimo),

Dr. Jonathan MacKenzie (above) survived a trial by fire when he presented his guitar design on the CBC show Dragons’ Den. He and his
business partner, John Marr (left), had Dragon Kevin O’Leary try their
guitar to see if he could distinguish it from a more expensive model.
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all backed by warrantees and
money back guarantees if customers aren’t satisfied.
They’ve also proven that
wariness about Internet selling
is unfounded—even to skeptics
like Dr. MacKenzie himself.
While quick to praise the good
quality of their factory-priced
brand, and very grateful for the
exposure and endorsement they
received from Dragons’ Den, in
an interview he admits he was
still initially wary of their sales
approach. “But—wrong again,”
he says with a laugh. “I’m not of
this generation.”
Dr. MacKenzie’s era, along
with Marr’s, was the baby
boomer ’50s—a concept the
two played up for their guitar
label, which features a freshfaced photo of the duo back
in their childhood days, with
the caption: “MacKenzie and
Marr—Friends since 1958.”
The branding has a nice
ring to it. However, the two,
despite having been close
growing up, had lost contact
with each other after high

The Mountain Trek lodge in British Columbia’s Kootenay Mountains provides a relaxing setting
for its hard-working hikers.
Other activities include exercise
classes such as yoga and massages for after those tough treks.

million years. But with Mountain Trek’s engaging, gregarious
gaggle of guides, hiking may
become a passion for you. I was
impressed with the skill with
which the guides performed
preventive care on all their
charges. Before the hike of the
day, backpacks and poles would
be fitted, a clothing check done
and foot care meticulously
performed. The resort also provides each hiker with his or her
own Polar heart monitor and
Platypus water bladder to keep.
With a maximum of 15 guests
each week, we were divided into
three groups according to
ability, each having its own
guide. I hiked with the two
other women who were at
my level, each day enjoying a
new climb, new elevations and
changing vistas.
The terrain of the Kootenays
is breathtaking to say the least.
Our guides were uniformly
erudite and helpful in filling in
the gaps about the local history
and culture, as well as identifying flora and fauna. Never
before had I seen the dainty
tiger lily nor the mountain
lady’s slipper in full bloom.
Deer were a stone’s throw away.
A slender wild turkey was spotted scurrying up the roadside
with her eight poults in tow,
trying to escape the threat she
felt we represented.
Back at the lodge, naps after
the day’s trek were few and far
between. After a quick soak in
the hot tub to ease those achy
muscles, optional nutrition
and stress discussions were
presented. These presentations
challenge your knowledge
and push your paleontologic
perceptions of detoxification
enough to go to Google for
clarification and more answers.
It is fair to say there were discussions that attempted to top-
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ple mainstream medical doctrine and left me craving more
of an understanding of some of
the concepts presented.
Along with the hiking
program and to encourage a
change in habit to incorporate
evening exercise into one’s daily
regimen, nightly activities were
also available. These included
cardio circuits in the wellequipped gym, core strengthening, spinning and even salsa
dancing. “Engage your core”
became a familiar phrase.
Relaxation
Hiking for four hours would
never be complete without a
nightly massage. For the numerous aches and pains, the therapists were all adept at deep
tissue pressure to release tight
muscles, but they also provided
a more pleasurable Swedish
technique when prompted.
Before breakfast at 6:30 a.m.
sharp, we also attended a yoga
class. Having never participated in a class before, I wasn’t
sure what to expect, but the
yoga provided me with more
flexibility and gave much relief
to the stiffness and tension I
feel every day.
The week I attended, my
hiking partners and I became
almost inseparable. We ate at
one big table, laughed together,
cried together and groaned
in harmony on the climbs. In
short, bonding with your fellow

participants can be expected
and I made friends that I hope
will last a lifetime.
There is something profoundly spiritual about the
Rockies, even for a cynic like
me. The cascading streams
and waterfalls, the towering
conifers and the snow-peaked
mountain tops made me
thankful this is indeed part of
my home, yet also a profound
contrast to the sprawling
metropolis of my everyday life.
I encourage you to take a
vacation in your own Canadian
backyard, where the sounds and
spoils of the city are reduced to
a distant echo in your mind.
Cathy Andrews is a family physician in Toronto. Mountain Trek
can be explored online at www.
mountaintrek.com. Locations
include British Columbia and
Baja, Mexico.
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school. Then, by chance, they
wound up meeting again
through a mutual friend three
years ago, instantly hitting it
off once more. Their love for
guitar playing was quickly reestablished, too, and last year
while chatting about some highquality Vietnamese and Chinese
guitars Dr. MacKenzie had
recently played, Marr began to
meticulously pick Dr.
MacKenzie’s brain about how
he would design his own
offshore guitar. Three months
later, after sourcing reputable
and reliable Asian guitar manufacturers, Marr surprised him
with a prototype of the very
guitar he had envisioned, along
with a vow to go on Dragons’
Den. The rest is history.
To his delight, many of Dr.
MacKenzie’s patients saw his
television adventure and
continue to be very complimentary and inquisitive about
his passion for guitars.
“I get lovely letters from
patients,” he says. “It’s nice for
people to see physicians in
another light.”
David Hodges is the Medical
Post’s features editor.
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